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Abstract

A growth analysis of Greenland eod, Gadus ogae Riehardson, eaught
by longline in the Nuuk / Godthäb area at West G~eenland in 1987
89 is performed. A maximum length and weight of 77 cm and 7 kg,
respeetively, and a maximum age of 11 years are found. The Green- .
land eod has isometrie growth and seems to follow a von Berta
lanffy growth pattern with a slower growth rate than seen for
Atlantic cod in Greenland waters. oifferenees in mean length per
age groupare found between sexes, years and between individuals
infected with the gill worm, Lernaeoeera branehialis, and those
not infeeted. Further, there is found differential growth between
fish from respeetively offshore areas and inshore I archipelagic.
areas, while individuals eaught at different bottom depth strata
(0 to 300 m) show no considerable growth differences. No geo
graphical differences in growth are found between individuals
from two separate fjord systems in the survey area.

Introduction

since 1973 Greenland eod has been eommereially exploited in West
Greenland and maximum landings oeeured in the period 1975-1987
with a peak of 6500 tonnes in 1985. With inereasirig fishery for
Atlantie eod (Gadus morhua) through the late eigthies until 1990
the landings of Greenland cod decreased. (Nielsen, 1992). How
ever, the recent (1991-92) collapse in Atlantic eod fishery in
West Greenland waters and the low reeruitment from the 1986-91
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yearclasses to the Atlantic cod stocks in the area (Anon. 1992;
Nielsen, 1991a) has created a demand for alternative resources
and resulted in growing interest for extended exploitation of
Greenland cod (Nielsen, 1992). Therefore improved knowledge of
the fishery biology of the species is needed. No growth analyses
exists for Greenland cod from Greenland waters and only very few
growth estimates are published from lts distribution area in'
Canada and Alaska (Nieisen, 1992)~ The purpose of the present
study is to contribute to the knowledge of thegrowth of Green
land cod in West Greenland.' This growth analysis is performed as

.a precursory study for estimation of Yield per Recruit and the
Biomass of Greenland cod in the Nuuk area, West Greenland per
formed in Nielsen (1991b; 1992).

Materials and Methods

Growth analyses on Greenland cod from the Nuuk area (Fig. 1),
West Greenland is performed based on catches from yearly longline
surveys primary directed towards Atlantic cod at West Greenland
in October-November 1987-1989. The survey area is situated on a
subarctic latitude in NAFO subarea 1D covering the biggest de
marcated fjord system in West Greenland. The survey area cover
inshore, coastal and offshore localities and,the stations are
gathered in groups of 3-5 covering one days fishery~ The groups
are randomely distributed related to 100 m depth stratas in the
bottom depth interval 20-jOO m's. The fishing ,operations are
mutually standardized: A demersal 7 mm (diameter) blue polypro
pylene longline with a lead anchor a~tached for every 200 mare

. used and the 50 cm long wisps, placed with a mutual dist~nce of
2 m, were provided with Mustad no. 6 hooks baited with 11-17 cm
pieces of recent thawet capelin. Mean fishing time was 4.5 h
(3.7-7.8 h) with typically 400 hooks per fishing station. The
growth analyses are supplemented with Greenland cod caught in
yearly experimental gillnet surveys performed in july 1987-90 in
inshore areas covering the same survey area (Fig. 1). The purpose
of gillnet fishing is to cover shaliow water areas « 20 m bottom
depth) and the growth of young fish (age group 2 and 3). The
experimental gllinets are equipped with 10 equally sized panels
with 5 equally represented stretched mesh sizes of respectively
16, 18, 24, 28 and 33 mrii knot to knot plac'ed with a mutual
distance of 2 m in raridom order. This gear is further described
in Hovgard (1988). The gillnets are set as sinking nets in 10 m
depth strata parallel with the coastline covering the bottom
depth interval.0-40 m and one station represents typicallY 3 sets
each of 6 hours fishing time. The fishery with, both gears are
performed with R/V "Adolf Jensen" and R/V "Misiiiisoq,i, Greenland
Fisheries Research Institute.
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Total length were recorded for each individual Greenland cod
caught to the cm below. Otoliths were randomly sampled from the
catch and from these individuals weight and sex were recorded~

Age readings are performed in laboratory on sampled otoliths.
Age-length keys based on the sampling are shown in appendix 3 for
each gear used. Further, the intensity of parasitic infecticin
with the gillworm (Lernaeocera branchialis) are registrated from
randomely sampled individuals from the catch.

Both longlines and gillnets are size selective (Hamley, 1975;
L0kkeborg and Bjordal, 1991) which is necessary to account for in
estimation of growth para~eters for the population. Appendix 1
and 2 show the calculation procedure of the selection coeffici
ents used when accounting for the size selectivity of longline
and experimental gillnet, respectively. The selection coeffici
ents tor each size class, S(L), of Greenland cod in,the ~urvey
area are shown in Table 1 (longline) and Table 2 (gill net) •

Table 1 Calculated size selection coefficients, S(L)l, for
longline catches of Greenland cod per 3 cm length
intervals.

LENGTH INTERVAL INTERVAL MIDPOINT S(L)1

29-31 em 30em 0.0000

32·34 em 33 em 0.(}t25

35 - 37 em 36 elll 0.0964

38 -40 ein 39 ell\ 0.1650

41-43 em 42 em 0.2523

44·46 em 45 em 0.3631

47 - 49 em 48 ell\ 0.5(}t1

50 - 52 em 51 ell\ 0.6833

53 - 55 em 54 em 0.9111

56 - 58 em 57 em 1.0000

59 - 60 em . " 1.0000

Table 2 Calculated size selection coefficierits, S(L)g, for
Greenland cod catches iri experimental gillnets per 3
cm length iritervals.

"

LENGTH INTERVAL L"lTERVAL MIDPOINT S(L)g

14 - 16 em 15 em 0.7944

17 - 19 em 18 em 0.9501

20-22em 21 em 0.9993

23 -25 em 24 eDl 0.9807

26 - 28 ein 27 em 0.9039

29 - 31 em 30em 0.7514

32 - 34 em 33 em 0.5341

35·37 ein 36 em 0.3095

38 - 40 em 39 ell\ 0.1408

41·43 em 42 ein 0.(}t89 ",
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Figure 1. The survey area in .the Godthaab / Nuuk area at West.
Greenland. The survey area is subdivided into the
following areas: 0: Qffshore; C: ~oastal; I: Inshore.
The inshore area consist of: "Qodthaabsfjorden" eG),
Arneralik (A) and ~uksefjorden (B).
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The growth curve for the population of Greenland cod in the study
area is described by the von Bertalanffy growth equation.

The statistical analyses of differences in mean length are per
formed with multi variate ANOVA using the general ~inear Models
(GLM) procedure in SAS (~tatistical Analysis ~ystem) version 6.03
described in SAS (1988). All first order interaction effects be
tween the class variables has been included in the analysed line
ar models. The reduced end model is achieved from removing of all
non-significant interaction effects and class variables on the 5
% level by successive analysing. The residuals of the resulting
models are tested for normal distribution (SAS 1988, Univariate
procedure) and plots of the residuals versus estimated model
values are scrutinized for trends in respect of fulfilling the
claim of equal variances when using ANOVA. Further, linear re
gression is performed connected to analysis of the condition
factor for Greenland cod and the growth pattern in the analysed
population of Greenland cod (SAS 1988, Reg. procedure).

Resu1ts

The maximum length and weight recorded for Greenland cod are 77
cm and 7 kg, respectively, and its maximum age is found to be 11
years in the Nuuk/Godthab area of West Greenland.

1.1 Sexual difference in mean length per age gruop

A plot of mean length per age group by sex for Greenland cod from
long line catches november 1989 in the inshore part (I) of the
survey area is presented in Fig. 1.1 •

Females is seen to be significantly larger than males for all age
groups with a slightly increased difference with age. From 4 to
6 year old fish the difference in mean length are approximately
2 cm while the difference is nearly 7 cm for seven year old fish.
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1.2 Geographical differences in mean length per age group
between two separate fjord systems.

•

Figure 1.1 Mean length per age group divided by sex for
Greenland cod from longline catches in inshore
areas november 1989 in the Nuuk area. N = 254.
Confidence levels: 2 * Standard Error. Star:
Females; Black dot: Males. Only age groups con
taining more than 5 individuals are included •

Mean length per age group for male Greenland cod from longline
catches november 1989 in inshore areas of IlGodthaabsfjorden" (G)
and "Buksefjorden" (B), respectively, is shown in Fig. 1.2. The
two fjords are shown in Fig. 1 and they have a mutual distance of
about 50 km. "Godthabsfjorden" is a open fjord system while "Buk
sefjorden" is a treshhold fjord with no inflow of warm Atlantic
bottom water giving the two fjord systems different environmental
conditions (Hansen, 1935; Buch, 1990) and thereby possible diffe
rent conditions of growth.

No consistent growth differences between individuals from the two
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fjord systems can be seen (Fig. 1.2), and analysing the mean
lenght per age group of the females show no difference either
(not shown). The absence of consequent and significant growth
differences can be interpretated as pres~nce of only one stock in
the survey area •

••
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+
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Fig. 1.2 Mean length per age group in "Godthabsfjorden" (sym
bol G) and "Buksefjorden" (symbol B). Confidence li
mits (2 * Standard Error) is given. N ~ 10 for each age
group caught in each fjord.

Further, geographical growth differences in mean length at age
are analysed between Greenland cod caugth in respectively inshore
(I), archipelagic (C = Coastal) and offshore (0) areas. Only for
the year 1988 fish from all three areatypes is represented, while

.. respectively I / 0 and I / C is covered in 1987 and 1989. All
data are from longline catches performed in October and November.
Based on this unequal representation a multi variate ANOVA is
performed using GLM analysis (SAS, 1988) with the class variables
years, age, sex and areatype and all first order interaction ef
fects. To ensure sufficient observation numbers'in each group
only age group 4 to 7 are included in the analyses. Successive
tests show that none of the interaction effects are significant
at the 5 % level. This reduces the GLM model to Eqn. 1.2 with the
dependent variable length CL) in cm for Greenland cod of an given
age and sex caught in an given year and areatype. Table 1.2 shows
the results of the ANOVA.

Lijk.1 = J.L + age j + sexj + yeark + areatype1 + €ijk.1 (Eqn. 1.2),
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where ~ is the grand mean, age = (4,5,6,7), sex = (males,fema
les), year = (1987,1988,1989), areatype = (I,C,O) and € is the
residual of the model.

Table 1.2.1 Varianee table for a redueed model of the cateh.
eontaining signifieant elass variables only. The
dependent variable is length in em.

,

VARIABLE ss DF MS F p>p R'

MODEL 13741.0 8 1717.6 126.9 0.0001 0.43

AGE 9511.0 3 3170.3 234.3 0.0001 -
sax 1909.7 1 1909.7 141.1 0.0001 -
YEAR 91·U 2 457.1 33.8 0.0001 -
AREATYPE 618.5 2 309.3 22.9 0.0001 -
RESlDUALS 18498.2 1367 13.5 . . .
CORR. TOTAL 32239.2 1375 . - . -

The model is statistieally signifieant andaeeountsfor 43 % of
the total variation. The distribution of the residuals was not
found to differ'from normality (W:normal 0.9868, P<W 0.3882) and
a plot of the residuals versus iength shows no trends {not
shown}. All four elass variables is highly signifieant at the 5
% level. Compared to the varia~les age and sex the variable area
type only aeeounts for a relatively small part of the variation
in length. Estimates from the model in Tab. 1.2.2 shows no diffe
renees in mean length per age group between' individuals from in
shore and arehipelagie areas, while Greenland eod from the off
shore bank area were 3-4 em longer in mean length per age group
in the survey area. This eonelusion is based on the differenee
{-3.72}-{-3.21}= -0.51 em in mean length between ~ and C whieh is
less than half value of the eonfidenee limits (2*standard Error).

Table 1.2.2 Estimates of the elass variables areatype and years
with standard error values estimated in the model •

PARAMETER ESTlMATE (ern) 2· Std. Error (ern)

Grand Mean 53.91 1.41

Area type: 1· 0 -3.72 1,14

Area type: C - 0 - 3.21 1.19

Year: 1987 - 1989 3.65 1.16

Year: 1988·1989 1.60 0.51

1.3 Differenee in mean length per age group
between different years

From the results of the ANOVA it also appears {Tab. 1.2.1 and
Tab. 1.2.2} that the elass variable year is highly significant
although it doesn't account for mueh of the variation in the
model. Model estimates from Eqn. 1.2 shows that·the mean lengt~

8



SS DF MS F P>F R'

10830.9 10 1083.1 83.4 0.0001 0.45

8781.7 6 1463.6 112.8 0.0001

1181.2 1 1181.2 91.0 0.0001

138.4 2 69.2 5.3 0.0050

133.7 1 133.7 10.3 0.0014

13059.1 1006 13.0

23890.0 1016

1.4 Difference in mean length per age group
between different depth stata

= J.L + agej + sexj + depthk + parasites l + €jjkl (Eqn. 1. 4) ,

ODEL

GE

RASlTlC INF.

rage group varies between years and a contiriuous decrease of
proximately 1.5-2.0 cm in mean length per year is observed for
e period 1987-89 in the area (Tab. 1.2.2).

RR. TOTAL

ARIABLE

PTHSTRATUM

is tested whether there exist a specific depth effect on mean
ngth per age group for Greenland cod in the survey area due to
vorable conditions in some depths compared to others. Data from
ngline catch november 1989 in both coastal and inshore areas in
fferent 100 m depth strata are used to test different growth
nditions between depths. The depth is divided the strata 1: 20
o mi 2: 101-200 mi 3: 201-300 m. The class variables used in
e multivariate ANOVA is age, sex, depth stratum and parasitic
fection with gill worms (see section 1. 5). First order interac
on effects is included in primary run. There were not found any
gnificant interaction effects on the 5 % level which reduce the
sulting GLM model to Eqn. 1.4.

ere J.L is the grand mean, age = (3,4,5,6,7,8,9), sex = (males,
males), depth = (1,2,3), parasites = parasitic infection = (1:
t infected, 2: infected) and € is the residual of the model.
ble 1.4 shows the ANOVA scheme.

ble 1.4.1 Variance table for a reduced model of the catch
containing significant class variables only. The
dependent variable is length in cm.

ESlDUALS

appears from Tab. 1.4.1 that the model is statistically signi
ant (P<O.OOOl) and accounts for 45 % of the total variation.
distribution of the residuals are not differing from normali

(W:normal 0.9870,P<W 0.5632) and a plot of the residuals ver
length shows no trends. The analysis shows significant diffe

rence in mean length between the three depth strata on the 5 %
level but the class variable depth explains only a minor part of
the total variation in data (Tab. 1.4.1). In Tab. 1.4.2 estimates
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of the GLM model is shown and it appears that the mean length in
depth 20-100 m is 0.7-0.8 cm longer in average than fish caugth
in the depths 101-200 m and 201-300 m. This difference is signi
ficant on the 5 % level (P<0.0289 and 2*Std.Err=0.66 cm) while
the difference between 101-200 m 201-300 m is non-significant.

Table 1.4.2 Estimates of the class variables areatype and years
with standard error values estimated in the model.

PARAMETER ESTI!\IATE (cm) P 2" Std. Error (cm)

GRAND !\IEAN 59.Q.l 0.0001 3.64

Deplh slrlltum: 1 • 3 0.72 0.0289 0.66

Deplh stratum: 2 • 3 ·0.09 0.7778 0.66

Pat4sitic info : 1 • 2 0.81 0.0014 0.25

1.5 Differences in mean length per age group related to
gill worm infection.

The functional effect of parasitic infection with the copepod
gill worm on mean length per age group for Greenland cod in the
survey area are analysed. The examined individuals of Greenland
cod caught on longlines November 1989 are found to be infected
with 0 to 11 gill worm individuals which are attached to the
respiratory surfaces (both gills). However, there is not analysed
for effects of the intensity of infection but only testet for the
effect of presence or abscence of the parasite respectively. The
prevalence of the parasite (relative number of Greenland cod in~

fected) as an average for all age groups is for randomely sampled
Greenland cod from longline catches in inshore and coastal areas
found' to be 71.7 % and 28.3 % respectively. Further sampling of
data for parasitic infection from catch through gill net surveys
in 1989 and 1990 shows that length groups less than 25 cm of
Greenland cod are not infected with the copepod. In the mulivari
ate ANOVA giving the reduced GLM model in Eqn. 1.4 the class
variable Parasites is seen to be significant on the 5 % level
(P<0.0014) although the variable only accounts for less thari 2 %
of the variation in length in the model. It appears from the
model estimates in Tab. 1. 4.2 that infection with gill worms
results in a lesser mean length at age for hoth sexes of about
0.81 cm in average (± 0.25 cm).

10
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Fig. 1.5.1 Mean length per age group for infected (I) and non
infected (U) males of Greenland cod. Observation num
ber: N = 380 and for all groups N ~ 5. Confidence in
tervals as 2*Std. Error are shown for all mean val.

Fig. 1.5.1 Mean length per age group for infected (I) and non
infected (U) females of Greenland cod. Observation
number: N = 607 and for all groups N ~ 5. Confidence
intervals as 2*std. Error are shown for all mean val •
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The differenee in mean length between infeeted and non-infected
Greenland eod is from Fig. 1.5.1 and Fig. 1.5.2 seen to be eonse
quent for both sexes of all age groups.

1.6 Growth Pattern and Condition of Greenland eod

The purpose of the analyses in the next two seetions is is to
investigate the growth pattern of Greenland eod. By insertion of
the equation for allometrie growth (w=a*Lb

) in the equation for
isometrie growht (K=W*L3 ) we get:

1 = alK * L(b-3)

ln K = ln a + (b-3) * ln L

<=>

(Eqn. 1.6.1),

•

where K is the eondition faetor, W is fish weight and L is fish
length, while a and b is real numbers. Eqn. 1.6.1 is a linear
equation. A plot of ln K versus ln L (Fig. 1.6.1) for N = 3009
individuals of Greenland eod eaught in the survey area in the
period 1936 to 1990 is shown. It appars from the figure that the
individuals show a even distribution around ln K=[-0.5iO.5] on a
straight line where ln K not seems to differ for different length
groups. Further, a linear regression is performed (GLM, SAS 1988)
to test the linearity of the dependent variable ln K versus the
independent variable ln L based on expeetation of inereasing
variation in K with inereasing length (Tab. 1.6).

+
+

L
N

.1

+ +

+ +

L N L

Fig. 1.6.1 Plot of ln K versus ln L (length in em) for all
Greenland eod eaught in the survey area in the period
1936-1990 for whieh estimates of both length and
weight exist. N = 3009 individuals.
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The hypothesis that the slope (b-3) (Eqn. 1.6.1) not is signifi
eantIy different form 0 for any groupings of data is tested with
a students T-test (Tab. 1.6).

Table 1.6 Results of the linear regression and on students T
test for HO.

N

3008

(b-3)

-0.0178

Pr> F

0.2929

T ror HO

-\.05

Pr> T

0.2929

2·Std.E.

0.0338

It appears that the slope is not signifieant different from 0
whieh suggests that the average eondition is eonstant for all
Iength groups. The intereept, In a (Eqn. 1.6.1), is estimated in
a two way ANOVA (GLM, SAS) and found signifieantly higher than
zero with a mean value of In a= -11.3537 (not shown). This gives
a = exp(-11.3537) = 1.17 * 10~. The analyses indieate that Green
land eod in the survey area has a isometrie growth pattern over
a 54 year period and the length-weight relationship ean be
expressed as follows in Eqn. 1.6.3:

w = 1.17*10~ * L3 (Eqn • 1 • 6 • 3) ,

where W is in kg and L is in em. This length-weight relationship
is shown in Fig. 1.6.2.

y···.
•·

• • 1•

,. ., .. $I "
,.

Fig. 1.6.2 Length-weight eurve showing isometrie growth for
Greenland eod.
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1.7 Mean length per age group in the population of Greenland
cod in the Nuuk area, West Greenland.

Further, when the growth pattern for Greenland cod is examined
correction for size selective effects of fishing gear is neces
sary to estimate the mean length per age group in the population
of Greenland cod in the survey area. Data do not allow for esti
mation of growth by sex and the resulting pattern is therefore
for the total population with assumption of equal sex ratios in
the catch throughout the material. Mean length for age group 3-8
in the population is estimated on basis of longline catches in
coastal and inshore areas from november 1989 (Tab. 1.7.1). Fur
ther, mean length in age group 2-4 is estimated from catch in ex
perimentall gillnets as an average for the years 1987-1989 (Tab.
1.7.2). For each age group j.the mean length in the population
can be described as:

L(j) = L: (N(L)/S(L» * F(L)j * L / L: (N(L)/S(L» * F(L)j ,

(Eqn. 1. 7 • 1) ,

where F(L)j is the relative division of different age groups, j,
in each length group, L. S(L) is the gear selection factor for
each length group for a given type of gear~

Tab. 1. 7 ~ 1 Estimat~s of mean length per age group L(j), inthe
PQPulat10n as an average öetween sexes bapea on long
l1ne catch and corrected for gear select10n effects.

LG)=3

33.91

L(j)=4

36.63

L(J)=5

40.33

L(j)=6

42.73

L())=7

45.26

L(j) =8

50.37

•
The estimates of mean length for the 3-group arid to a lesser de
gree the 4-group might be too high. The reason for this is exis
tence of fish less than 30 cm in theie age groups, which appears
from the age-length key in Fig. 3.1 (App. 3). This shall be seen
in light of the calculated selection coefficients for longline is
estimated to zero (App. 1) for length groups less than 30 cm and
therefore these length groups are excluded related to the mean
length estimates.

Tab. 1.7.2 Estimat~s of mean length per age group L(j), in the
popu+at1on a~ an average öetween sexes baseaon catc
fies 1n exper1mental q111net as an average of both
sexes and the years 1987-~990. The mean lengths are
corrected for gear select10n effects.

No age determined Greenland cod in the length 'interval 15-20 cm

14



caught in experimental gillnet exists in the age data material
which is presented in the age-length key Fig. 3.2 (App. 3). These
length groups are possibly represented in age group 2 and to a
lesser extend age group 3 based on scrutinization of the age
length key (Fig. 3.2). Therefore the estimates of mean length for
these age groups might be too low.

comparison of the estimated mean lengths per age group for the
population of Greenland cod in the survey area with the corres
ponding mean lengths for Atlantic cod in West Greenland waters
shows that the growth rate of Greenland cod is slower than for
Atlantic cod (Tab. 1.7.3i Hansen, 1987). Further, Greenland cod
does not reach the same maximum age and length as Atlantic cod in
West Greenland waters which reach an age of more than 20 years
and lengths above 120 cm (Hansen, 1949).

•

so

··Q .0

t

•

30

•• ••

*

s. •• '0 •• •• '00 ...

Fig. 1.7 Plot of estimated mean lengths (in cm) per age group
(in months) for Greenland cod inshore in the Nuuk area,
West Greenland. Further, two fitted growth curves for
these estimates are shown. Symbols: star = estimated
mean lengths per age groupi unbroken line = fit to li
near growthi dotted line = non-linear fit to the von
Bertalanffy growth equation. All values are corrected
for gear selection effects.

Fig. 1.7 shows a plot of mean length at age from Tabs. 1.7.1 and
1.7.2 eccept for the estimate of mean length for age group 3 in
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Tab. 1.7.1, which is omitted because of uncompletely estimation.
A linear regression (REG procedure, SAS 1988) is performed for
the plot (Fig. 1~7) and the regression line is shown in the fi-.
gure. Further, the regression line of a non-linear regression
(NLIN procedure, SAS 1988) to the von Bertalanffy growth equation
is shown in the figure as a dotted line.

The von Bertalanffy growth equation seems to describe data best.
This should be related to the uneven distribution of the mean
lengths at age around the linear regression line which indicate
that a linear growth equation doesn't give a optiamal description
of data. The statistics for the non-linear regression is shown in
Tab. 1.7.4 and it appears herefrom that the model describes data
significantly and accounts for the variation in'data up to a very
high degree. A test for normal distribution of the residuals
shows no trends (W:normal 0.9829, P<W 0.9722) .

Table 1.7.4 Regression statistics of a non-linear regression for
the estimates of mean length per age group in the
population to the von Bertalanffy growth equation.

VARIABLE SS DF MS

MODEL 11910.75 3 3970.25

RESIDUALS 22.69 5 4.54

TOTAL 11933.-14 8 .

~ = Linf * [1 - exp (-K* (T-To) ) ] ( Eqn • 1. 7 • 2) •

•

L is the total length, T is the age, Linf is the upper asymptotic
growth, K is a proportionality constant for the growth rate and
To is the teoretical age of L = 0, i.e. where L{To) = o. The esti
mates of the model gives an upper asymptotic length Lw = 57.07
cm, a teoretical age of the fish at length = 0 cm of Ta = 6.25
months and a growth rate of K = 0.0194 resulting in the following
von Bertalanffy growth for Greenland cod (age in months):

~ = 57.07*[1 - exp(-0.0194*(T-6.25»] ( Eqn • 1 • 7 ~ 3) •

This growth seems on that basis to fit the mean length estimates
weIl which also immediately appears from Fig. 1.7. A problem is,
however, that the values for L~, To and K show intercorrelatiori
in a correlation matrix analysis (SAS, 1988) connected to the
non-linear regression in SAS (not shown). The parameters in the
von Bertalanffy growth model is therefore not independently esti
mated, but only the products of the parameters are weIl estimated
in the model. The reason for this is primarilY lack of input
estimates of mean length for the age groups 0, 1 and 9+ in the
non-linear regression which lower the confidence of To and Lw.
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Discussion and Conc1usions

The estimation of mean 1ength per age group for Greenland cod in
the Nuuk area of West Greenland is performed with the assumption
of only one stock component in the area. There has not been per
formed investigations on delimitation of stock components of
Greenland cod in Greenland waters or investigations on migration
patterns for the species. Therefore this basic assumption can~t

be confirmed as fulfilled and the present growth analyses does
consequently not take possible effects of size specific migra
tions related to physical andjor biological factors into account.
However, no consistent differences in mean length per age group
are found between two distantly located fjord systems with highly
different environmental conditions inside the survey area. This
can be interpretated as presence of only one stock in the survey
area, although occurence of two or more stock components andjor
migration between a stock unit in the area and surrounding stock
components with similar growth pattern is possible.

Difference in growth of Greenland cod is neither found for fish
caught in inshore and archipelagic areas. However, significant
growth differences between offshore and inshore/archipelagic
areas in West Greenland are found for the autumn periods 1987-88
where Greenland cod in average are found to be 3-4 cm longer in
mean length on the former locality compared to the latter; This
does not necessarily indicate existence of two isolated groups of
Greenland cod. size specific and season specific migrations cyc
les of Greenland cod for food from inshore j archipelagic locali
ties to the offshore banks could exist related to occurence of
abundant food sources of sandeel (Ammodytes dubius) in autumn on
the West Greenland banks. This are to be seen in light of decrea
se in abundance of capelin (Mallotus villosus) in inshorejarchi
pelagic areas after the spawning period"for this species in the
spring and summer period on these localities. (Andersen, 1985;
S0rensen, 1985). Both of the above mentioned species are food
species for larger size groups of Greenland cod at West Greenland
for which fish is a major food source (Andersen, 1991). Greenland
cod performing yearly migration to offshore areas might in that
respect gain advance of better food and growth conditions com
pared to stationary individuals in inshorejarchipelagic areas.
Further, higher water temperatures (4.5°C) in the autumn period
on the south-western offshore banks at West Greenland caused by
the higher contribution from inflow of warm Atlantic water
compared to the contribution of water inflow from southwards
currents of Polar water to these areas in the autumn season
(Buch, 1990) might result in better growth conditions for
offshore Greenland cod.
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Mean length at' age for female Greenland cod is 'sigriificantly and
consequently higher than for males which is in accordance with
results from growth analysis performed on Greenland cod i James
Bay, Canada (Nielsen and Whoriskey, 1992). However, no sexual
growth differences are found for Greenland cod in Hudson Bay and
connecited Canadian waters by Mikhail and Welch (1989) and Morin
(1990). The two latter growth studies does, however, use pooled
growth data from catches with different fishing gears and pooled
data from different years, season of years and different areas.

Further, Greenland cod show significant differential growth re
lated to parasitic infection with the copepod gillworm Lernaeo
cera branchialis. The influence of the parasitic infectiori is a
growth rate suppressing effect for both sexes and all age groups
of Greenland cod. Infected individuals are in average for all age
groups of both sexes found to be 0.81 cm smaller than not infec
ted individuals. The infection with gill wormscan on that basis
not be consideret as an important restraining factor on growth
for Greenland cod which is to be seen in light of the relatively
low prevalence of 30 % for infection with gill worms of Greenland
cod. Greenland cod in length groups less than 25 cm was not in
fected with gill worms. The only known host·of gill worms iri
Greenland is the lurnpsucker (Cyklopterus lumpenus) and Greenland
cod predates not on fish prey before they reach a certain length.

No considerable differences in mean length per age group of
Greenland cod are found between cod caught in separat~ 100 m
strata of sea bottom depths from 20-300 m, although there seems
to be a tendency towards greater mean length per age group in the
depths of 0-100 m compared to the depth intervals from 101-200 m
and 201-300 m between which no growth differences are found. This
probably indicate size specific distribution rather than depth
dependent growth differences .

The found average decrease of 2-3 cm per year in mean length
through the period Oc~ober-November 1987-89 suggest occurence of
less favorable growth conditions in average year for year in that
period for Greenland.cod in the survey area. Also mean length at
age for Atlantic cod has decreased during that period (Riget and
Hovgard, 1990). On that basis it can be concluded that differen
ces in growth between different years / year classes of Greenland
cod in the same area occurs. However~ th~se results related to
potential growth differences between different depths and years
(yearclasses) does not take possible size specific migrations
related to season, year and depth into consideration.

The Greenland cod seems from the present study to show an isome-
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tric growth pattern and following a von Bertalanffy growth curve
in general. However, the present estimates of mean length per age
group in the population might be influenced on growth differences
between years and seasons. Further , unequal sex ratios and migra
tory effects may bias the estimates. It should also be emphasized
that the correction for gear selection in these estimates is
based on a very small observation number for both longline and
gillnet and finally the gear selection coefficients for longlin~

is based on great dispersion in time of fishing with risk of in
troducing effects of time dependent difference in catchability of
the used gears. Hhether the assumption of the shrimptrawl to be
non-selective for size classes larger than 10 cm is fulfilled can
neither be established for the performed fishing op~rations.

Therefore the estimates of mean length per age group in the popu
lation of Greenland cod in "Godthaabsfjorden" can only be regar
ded as indications of the order of magnitude of the growth •

The tendency towards a non-linear growth pattern with an upper
asymptotic length also appears from earlier studies of mean
length per age group for Greenland cod in Hudson Bay, Canada
(Morin and Dodson, 1986; Mikhail and Welch, 1989). Comparison of
the growth estimates in these studies and the present study
indicate higher mean length at age for Greenland cod in Greenland
waters than in Canadian waters. Further , Hansen (1961) found
decreasing growth rate for Greenland cod after the age of 3 years
in West Greenland waters. These studies therefore confirm the
found trend in growth pattern of Greenland cod in the present
study. However, none of these earlier investigations take
potential size selective effects of several used fishing gears
into consideration which might bias the results. Greenland cod
does not reach the same age and size as Atlantic cod and has a
slower growth rate than the Atlantic cod .
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Appendix 1:

Seleetion eoeffieients are ealeulated (Tab. 1 and 2) based on
earlier parallel fishing in the survey area with longline of same
type as used in 1987-89 and a demersal "Fjordtoft-Sputnik"
shrimptrawl with 1200 meshes of meshsize 20 mm produeed by
"Hirtshals Vod- og Tra\'llbinderi", Hirtshals , Denmark • The swept
area (SA) is ealeulated as the produet of the wingspread of
approximately 8 m and the fishing speed of 2 knots. The trawl is
assumed non-seleetive for Greenland eod longer than 10 em.

Tabel 1.1 5 overlapping fishing operations with shrimptrawl'and
longline in the survey area. The number of hooks (Ho.)
and trawling time (Tr.H) in minutes are given.

No DATE GEAR POSITION DEPTH Ho.rrr.H.

Nsl 06-{»-61 Shrimplr. 63 ·53N-51·28W 240m 55

Nil 11·{»-61 l.o1\~lil\~ M·15N-50033W 270m 1500

Ns2 23·10-62 ShrimpIr. 63·53N-51°28W 260 rit 60

NI2 05·12-62 I.oll~lin,-~ 64·07N·50oOUW 250m 1500

Ns3 15-01-64 Sh,imptr. 63°53N-51·28W 260m 270

NU 08-01·64 I.ol\~lin..: M °I3N-50036W 250m 1850

Ns4 02-02·73 Shrimptr. 6.1°S3N-51°28W 255m SO

N14 17-01-73 Lon~lil\": M°(\.lN-52"21W 230m 1100

Ns5 25-03-80 Sluimplr. MOI~N-51°02W 147 m 80

N15 25-03-80 1~{)l\~lill~ 64°14N-51°02W 140m 400

Table 1.2 Frequensies of Grecnlandeod eaught per 5 em length'
group (L) in thc 5 paired fishing 6perations.

L (em) N~I Nil Ns2 ~12 Ns3 N13 Ns4 Nl4 Ns5 N15

6-10 5 (J 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11·15 11 u 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0

16-20 I 0 6 0 5 0 23 0 0 0

21-25 0 () 3 0 5 0 6 0 0 0

26-30 0 1I 2 0 13 0 2 0 1 2

31·35 0 2 S 0 16 0 1 0 5 7

36-40 4 7 2 6 15 2 8 0 4 6

41-45 4 III III 12 8 8 4 0 0 13

46-50 2 23 '" 21 8 16 7 2 3 17

51-55 1 17 3 37 2 13 1 7 2 10

56-60 0 17 0 13 1 6 1 8 0 0

61-65 0 0 0 I 1 1 0 1 0 0

66·70 II 1I II () 0 0 0 1 0 0

TOTAL 2~ ll4 4() 93 74 46 53 19 15 15

The size seleetion for a fishing gear ean be deseribed as
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N(L)catch = C(L) = q * E * S * N(L)population (Eqn. 1.1),

where N(L) is the length frequency in the population, C(L) the
length frequency in the catch, q is the catchability, E is the
fishing effort and S is the gear selection coefficient for length '
group L (Sparre et al., 1989) ~

The relation between nunber of fish caught in shrimptrawl, Ns,
and longline, NI, per length group is derived from Eqn. 1.1 based
on the assumption that the shrimptrawl is non-selective for indi
viduals in the length interval 70 cm ~ L ~ 10 cm, [S=l] giving:

C(L)l/C(L)s = ql/qs * EI/Es * S(L)l/S(L)s * N(L)pop/N(L)pop <=>

C(L)l/C(L)s = ql/qs * EI/Es * S(L)l , when S(L)s is set to 1 <=>

C(L)l/C(L)s * Es/EI = ql/qs * S(L)l

CPUE(L)l/CPUE(L)s = ql/qs * S(L)l

<=>

(Eqn. 1.2),

where CPUE is Catch per Unit of Effort (per 1000 hooks for long
line and per trawl hour for sllrimptrawl).

When setting A = ql/qs

Y = C(L)l/C(L)s * Es/EI = CPUEl/CPUEs

Y = A * S(L)l

and

we have:

(Eqn. 1.3)

for each paired fishing operation. A expres the relation between
the catchability of the two gears dependent of trawl time and
number of hooks and is expectcd constant for each pair of fishing
operations.

For each paired fishing operation where the catch is different
from 0 the relation between nunber of fish caugth in respectively
trawl and longline is culculuted for each 5 cm length group in
the length interval 10-70 cm weightet by the respective fishing
effort of each gear. The longline catch is 0 for L < 30 cm arid
thereforeS(L)l is set to 0 for these length groups. Further, the
low observation number for Cutch in length groups higher than 60
cm is regarded too low for selection calculations. Non-linear
regression (NLIN procedure, SAS 1988) of plots of Y against the
length interval midpoints for euch overlapping fishing operation
shows five curves fitting a exponential function with the expres
sion Y = a * (exp(b * X) - 1), not shown. The upper asymptote of
these curves is estinated to be upproximately L > 55 cm. There
fore S(L)l = 1 for 55 ~ L ~ GO und S(L)l = 0 for L S 30 cm. By
insertion of the exponential function in Eqn. 1.3 we get:

Y = A * (exp(n*(L-30»-1) / (exp(n*(55-30»-1)

where n is a constant and L ( [30;55] and

S(L)1 = (exp(n*(L - 30» - 1) / (exp(n*25) - 1)

(Eqn. 1.4),

(Eqn. 1.5).

where the denominator makes S(L)l = 1 for L = 55 cm. By a further
non-linear regression the fivc overlapping fi~hing operations 'are
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fitted to common A- and D- v~lues. In Table 1.3 the estimates of
the regression with standaru deviation on the 95 % level are gi
yen together with model, residual and total sum of squares. The
model describes to a high degree the variation in data (81.35 %)
and a plot of the residuals against the length interval midpoints
showed even distribution around the model value without trends
(not shown).

Tabel 1.3 Regression statistics for the fitted regression curve.

SS-mod SS-r~. SS'h,\l 11 A SSmodJSSres

725.94 166..1·1 ~')1.3S \I,lJ~ ± 9.66 ± l.l~1 81.35 %
DF=2 DI'=2~ 1>1'=26 \I,pJ

--

The regression curve is sho:!n in Figure 1.1 bclow. The variation
in the A- and D- values is probably due to the low observation
number, season effects and th~t the fisherics were directed to
wards cod and shrimps giving ~n effect on catchability. The lat
ter indicate, however, randc~ fishery for Greenland cod. On that
basis and no trends in residuals the selection model is accepted.
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Plot of N(L)l / N(L)t against length interval midpoints
in an overall fittet exponential curve for the five
overlapping fishing operations. Further, the observed
values of H(L)l / Il(L)t for each fishing operation are
shown. Type 6 is tbc overall regression curve.
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Appendix 2:

Gill net are highly seleetive (Harnley 1975) and the mesh sizes
used in the experimental fisheries lviII influcnee the estimates
of size at age. Bascd on Holt's (1963) theory dealing with si
moultaneously fishing of nultiple nets with different mesh sizes,
whieh are further developed in Sparre et ale (1989), the selec
tive effect on estimatcs of nean size at a0e are studied. It is
assumed that the seleetion ogive is bell shuped around an optimum
length proportional to the rnesh size and that the seleetion eurve
have the same standard deviation independent of the mesh size.
All meshsizes oeeupies equal ~reas in the geur and it is assumed
that eaeh seetion represents the same fi5hing power. A further
assumption of isometrie grc~th of Greenland eod is made which
probably is fulfilled aeeording to the prcsent growth analyses.
(Baranov , 1948; Holt, 1963; H:\nley, 1975).

S(L) = exp [-~ «L - K*m) / W)2] (Eqn. 2.1)

where S(L) [O<S(L)g~l] is the proportion of fish retained in the
length interval ivith interv.:11 rüdpoint L, [L-l;L+l]. 2w is the
seleetion range for the nor:::.:<l distributic:~~ cf the bell shaped
selection ogive and K is tbc scleetivity c8~[fieient. The com
bined size selection for the cxpcriment:\l ~ill net with contribu
tions from mUltiple panels ·..:ith separate r.:-::~:~1 sizes can be esti
mated through calculation oE an overall K - und w - value using
the principle in Eqn. 2.1. Thc r.:ethod is b:l~ccl on ealculation of
K and w for eaeh success i vc p:li 1." of mach si. Z0.S separately inclu
ding the assumption of ovcrlapping selcction ogives for these
mesh sizes e.g. overlapping seleetion intcrv~ls. This assumption
is fulfilled whieh appears [ren the overlupping eateh per length
group for suecessive mesh sizes shown in T~blc 2.1. The used data
are number of fish eaught par lcngth grollr, C(L) I in the succes
sive mesh sizes 1 and 2.

Tabel 2.1 Grouping of selec~icn dat~ i~ 2 C~ length intervals
for eaeh mesh sizc ~(i) in ~n [cr~ knot to knote

m(5) 33 nunm(4) 28 nunlNT. :'-llIll'OI:'-JT (nn)LGT.INTERVAL (cm) '·:nl:) 1(, mll\ m<!) l' li:tt\ - j ;;\~.l) .:: 1 ;lll~

11-13-..-1-4.-9-----+--I-~------i--I----+- ..---;-.----+-.----+--.. ----;1

11-15,.....-:1...,..6.'""9-----+--:,...,..,,------+-:-':----+-~:----i-·----+-·----+- ..----·t1

II--------+-------_+---_+----;-----!-----ir-----;I
17·18.9 I~ I ! 11 I I

19·20.9 2\1 I -' 'J i " 1
II--------+--------+---_+----,----~---+-----il

21 .. 22.9 21 I 11 : I; 2
II--------+_...,....------r----_+-:---- -:-----1r-:-::----!-=-----t1

23 . 24.9 2~ ~! ~ 13 2
11-~~-----+-...,....------+....,.----+-:----!'-'--~1--5---1--2----t1

11-=:25:-.-::2...,..6....,..9 -t--:2~6------f__1---+-~---! __----f--"----........,,.----H
27· 28.9 2~ i - , I 7 9

11-29-.-3-0.-9-----+--:3:-0------rI-_----+-·---I-:-l---+-::5~--+-:1:':'9---;1

I~~~----+-~----r_--r_-:
31 .. 32.9 32 I . 1 ... ; - 11

11-33:-.....,.3-4.~9-----i--:3...,..~------+-i-·---1 I ,-1---+-4---+-7-------11

35 .. 36.9 311 I 1 l . 5 9
1~37:-..-::3"""8."""9-----+--:3:'":"X------+----+-,:---j 1 1 22

11-
39

,.....-4..,..0.'""9-----+--~,....lI------+-.---+-.---·i--:-, ---1'-.:-2---1-:-:15::------11
i -

II--------+_-------t----_+....,.----i----t-----If------;I
41 . 42.9 ~1 I . I • 3 13

1~,........,..,..."..-----+__:_:_------t----r---_·,-----+----+-:---- ...f1
43-4.J.9 -11 1 I . .. 4

11--------+_-------'----;-,--:----"----+-=-----!:-::-::-----U
4S + ' > I 3 • 2 25

I.!::========:!::======.. :-:"'.. ..,..,-=...=._====_==--:-..---,----.=:!:::===!::===~
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Following theory (Hol t, 1 S =:J; Sp.:lrre et a 1. ,
C(L)2 can be describec1 a~ r.:-::-.c::ll d·strihlti,-,n.
which are der i ved fron tl e S ::!,2ra 1 equa t ion for
fishing gears given in Eqn.' ,f..!Jr->. 1:

1989) C (L) 1 and
(_ymbolized by ~)

size selection of

C(L)l
C(L)2 =

ql * <P(L,
q2 * <P(L,

K*ml,
K*m2,

~. r:2 "
., J .. n (L)

* J (L)
* El
* E2

(Eqn. 2.2),
(Eqn. 2.3),

where q is catchability and E is fishir.0 effort. N(L) is number
of fish per length group in t~c r->or->~lation. ~y performing linear
regression on the equatio, ::2~O'..! '..:it11 i;,~.-~~,-::~~--.t = a and slope =
b for each pair of mesh 5i22,-; :::: un:1 U(~;, '.'~.;··'1 are assumed to be
equal for all panels, are ~~~~tQj.

C(L)l j C(L)2 = a + b * L (Eqn. 2.4)

For n mesh sizes it give r~-l e ti ".:1t,:,05 of a and b: [a1,b1],
[a2 ,b2], .. , [a (n-l), b(n-I; ~ earr ·s~)a::~.;~r:r"f to [ml,m2], [m2,m3],
.. , [m(n-1) ,m(n»). Accorc1i:'.·::; LC i:olt. .'19'')3) and Sparre et al.
(1989) K, a, b, and 1..1 2 c3n i)c e~:pres:,,·",-l ue,:

K ( - 2 * a) j (b * (m1 + :-:.::2;)
a = (K2 j (2 * \'12» * [m2 2 - ::112]
b (- K j w 2 ) * [m2 - ml]
w 2 = 2 * a * (( m1 + m2 ) I ~ .:-.::' - ~; 1) )

(PC"Jn. 2.5),
( ::- rj n. 2. 6) ,
('~ n. 2.7),
(f-:'ln. 2.8).

The overall selectiv'ty C~2~~~ ie~t ~:ll ~C~ bc:

n-l
K = - 2 * 2: [a(i)jb(i)]

i=l

r.-1

~ :,', ~ . ) -+ .,; ( i :: J j [ m( i) +m ( i +1) ] 2 ,

i {l, 2, 3, 4, 5 . ( [Cl n. 2. 9) •

The corresponc1ing width oE t:,I~ overall sclf'c"';nn ogive is:

n-1
W = (ljn-l)* L:

i=l
[ (2 *a ( i) * (.;; ~ .:. +1) -:.1 ( i) ) ) j (b ( ~.) 2 * (m ( i) +m ( i +1) ) ) ]

i = {l, 2, 3, ., 5}. (E'ln. 2.10).

Table 2.2 Estimates of the _clection r~ra.,.~~~~s a, b, w2 , wand
the size select; '.'0 in'.::.c::,,-' 1 ~C::' C"::;:1 mesh size pair.

!I~\;\l VAL.

I n 'I ~:II

i 1-,,1\1

ill(i) - "'ti. I) I tl, ~ ·lil

SEI.l:t'TION I."\TER\'..\I.I::::1 ! :::. "

I',\II(S OF ~II:SH SII,ES (111111) I l'.:·

IH{i) • 111(1 + I) I .' .. ~Tl

I":':·:· I.',.':
I :\ 2 ~TI -~\~. t

-----irI tl,: an ,,:;. ,-, ,
i '.: j-.-.-:.; -' ----iI

11-----------·---------0 ,- --_.-
I:' I:..:."." I' ~ '. .~ ..

11----------,..---, --:---j---:-:--i·------;-... - ,----il
1\ i " i. \ ~ ·lI.I.';d l-t:.i :.:5 ,-t1.1 ., , -

\\ I " ..' I ; ".':
-- . -====::!.I

The values in table 2.2 g:yC~ ~n cVGr~~l ~ "~lue of 9.48 using
equation 2.9. It appea rs t!,:, t :-: ,; :;:.: '..! :,."; ~ ::. :-" '" !W, 1 for each pair
of mesh sizes. They are, l C'..::":'_']", ~:l C:. ' ,""" "nr of magnitude.
Especially for the mesh . ~ ::.;' .... -,:.~; ......--.. ~: mm there seems
to be discrepa nc ies. A pro;.: '...::, i:: t!::~ ~~ :-' ". ;ccms to be inter-
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correlated. On that ba lS -: .:'~~~ti.. V:l-;, .... r; T"""'''l\ test (GLM ana
lysis) of the gillnet C2':_:~ '" ..,,,.-I-~,--,- ""'.,'~~ catch equation
(Eqn 2.11) to test tre!"L~:; _:1 the ,::IUL.1 ],,'lteri<11 related to the
used selection model:

C(L) = q * N(L)pop * S(L) .< ::: (Eqn. 2. 11) ,

The effort is omittec1 asc-l!~<r;cJ eqL;:c.l e~fort: !:0r each mesh size.
Eqn. 2.1 is inserted fcr S\~-l) in t:};~ .. "=lt:: l ; r-r;lJation giving the
following GLM model:

where K = -2 * (m*m) I (r ;; .... ~ \
\ . (Eqn. 2.12).

The res idua ls E of the nod'2:' ,n~ ;:; _, ,~l:""'1 ' ':) ~- \~r-t,1 normal distribu
tion around 0 anc1 8 2 (8 = ::.2 ·:.::l::-iL.:-.::~ :--E :-'~--: ,'-:':.tribution of the
residual): In E = 1>(0,8 2 ). :::2 tc.~: _,!~C'.'.':; ,'n>:, tJ:e model descri
bes the data in Table 2.1 ~. :;:.;r1.ifiJntl~· (r>",'.0001) and explains
89 % of the var iation in c1.::l C',. A C:;i\S Un i '/.'") t~ i "1"; procedure perfor
med on the resic1uals sho':.'e~~ ;~-::;r711 c:::;":.";:'''':;~·--, .:'.Lound the model
values on the 5 % level ( .. :r";·:>u::'\l ~~ r -':", • 0.7592) without
trends (not shm·in). Basec1 0:". hc c~, t i~" -~ :-,0:-: r, ,- !:" i rst order inter
action effects m*m anc1 L·".~~ ::':1 tl~c .. :.:: -:"~'''-is a selectivity
coefficient of 9.84 are C::1':';~:::.lt.::.:.; Ce:-",;-: .. 12. On that basis
the selection model is Cl:..": c·- ,.' : ,:::.'~":::: ~ ~:" , . -', ; 'i'S in K and wand
the limi ted observation ·h: .... 2_'. r~'hc O'·;":"C.::l ::..~ ,: = <).48 is used to
calculate S(L)g from Eqn. 2._.

S(L)g = ~ e~p [-\ ((L - K / ':.' \ :? ] (Eqn. 2.13).
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Fig. 2.1 The overall gear ~01Qction OgiV8 f0r experimental gill
net as the SUD oE .. ll sc' OC~ ~ ':')"\ (-,r'i.\ r;Oj for all mesh si
zes shm'in. The ~.2 :c~:ti:)!~ c:~:.i '.'(; .., :., \":scd on the above
estimates of l{ .'-~: .. , ':: l~:'::J~1 ~~: ~:"-:'""\ :.13. Symbols:
= overall selc i::.: _:: ':CJ.!.'," :.~ } -; l:'!11, = 18 mm,

= 2 4 ~:~ ".: , ..,.., ," ," !:' = 3 3 mm.
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Appendix 3:

Table 3.1 Age-length r:C} ~OL both exes of Greenland cod based
on longli e C~~~~ f 10~2 2~~1 '-~~/i~ laIs in inshore
and coast 2~:: ." f t!~~ . ':~."'''' ,:-ca november 1989.
Length are g:'''~:' .:~ CI.

L N(L) S (L) (L) I. (L; :-- L)3 tCL); f(T.)5 F(L)6 F(L)7 F(L)8
~o

,

" % % ~o

30 30 0.0000 ,-. " 'l. 0 J . " ~- ,....
v. v ..

33 89 0.0425 2094.1 :J .. 08 ~n ("..,
"~.'J:-2

36 231 0.0964 2396.3 ~ . 4·; :::""' " ~ 3:'.:7 8.54 1. 22

39 465 0.1650 2818.2 ::.22 :;0.:(. 50.nf) (;.67 0.56

42 476 0.2523 1886.6 1 .., .... ~ - ~ . -1 9.60 2.00 0.40.. ,'- . ,

45 431 0.3631 .L187.0 1 ,~ '""\ - '. • 1 1').75 2.10 0.42., . , ......'. I.

48 271 0.5041 537.:5 , ,....... ,- .-, -: ... 2':.49 7.69 1. 28.... ,

51 120 0.6833 175.6 J ..... 46 26.15 1. 54

54 44 0.9111 48.3 """l '7, .r) 3::·.00 20.00 15.00L _

57 16 1.0000 16.0 41).00 20.00 40.00

60 11 1.0000 11. 0 33.33

Table 3.2 Age-leng::.h ]:.::~: [cr- bo"ll :---'V--. ,C '":u''''lland cod based
on longl.i.n.:: C::':.·'::::. cf 01 ::r:-.l ::~":"ü~'~,ls in inshore
areas oE the s~~~ay are::
given in crr..

; ----f-. Length are

L N (L) S(L) N(L)I (L) r (L) ..., r (:.,) J r ( L) 4 F (L) 5 F ( L) 6
~o % ~o

21 32 0.9993 32.0 ~ 0 . :~:J ;:tl ,... ...

24 24 0.9807 24.5 :;; .. 2~) f' :: . 71

27 27 0.9039 29. S'

30 31 0.7514 41. 3 r- .~ • (~") ~J.33 16.67

33 18 0.5341 33.7 9 . ["i C) '";3.64 27.27

36 27 0.3095 .... - ") - ... :::3 36.36 9.0901 • .....

39 32 0.1408 227.3 -, . nl 43.75 6.25

42 19 0.0 ... 89 388.6 ~ . r-. 73.33 20.00

45 12 71. 43 28.57


